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PREFACE 
The ultimate goal of this program has been to study ways by which the 
orbitron gauging technique can be applied to extremely low pressure meas-
urements. The program, Which has been supported by NASA under Contract 
No. NASl-7458, was monitored by Mr . Alphonsa Smith of the NASA - Langley 
Research Center. This report describes the research accomplished during 
the period 19 June 1967 - l8 S eptemb e r 1968. 
The program was conducted in the Physics Branch of Midwest Research 
Institute under the direction of Mr . Gordon Gross, Manager of the Branch, 
and Mr. Charles Gosselin, Project Leader . Mr . S . K. Behal, who was on a 
sabbatical leave from the Central Scientific Instrument Organization, 
Chandigarh, India, contributed to the program during his six-week (February -
March 1968) visit to Midwest Research Institute . 
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STUDY OF LOW PRESSURE APPLICATION OF NEW 
ORBITRON AND ION GAUGE DESIGNS 
by Charles M. Gosselin 
Midwest Research Institute 
ABSTRACT 
Three experimental orbi tron gauges have been designed and fabricated . 
These gauges have been designed so as to use the technique of reduced ion -
collector area which was introduced by Bayard and Alpert and the technique 
of suppression of photoemission from the i on collection introduced by 
Schuman. The basic concepts of uhv measurements and a basic model of or -
bitron gauge operation are reviewed . Also fabrication techniques are de -
scribed . Pressure response curves are displayed. The combination of the 
suppressor grid with the orbitron gauge appear to offer significant promise 
for operation below 10-11 torr . A second type gauge was also studied viz . 
the "buried collector" gauge . A pressure response curve is also displayed 
for this device . 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Vacuum Measurement 
Any measurement requires some interaction between the measuring device 
and that which is to be measured . The resulting effect (the Ilsignal") 
produced by such an interaction can then be used to characterize the physi -
cal parameter which is to be described . Of course , the usefulness of any 
Ilsignal" is directly related to (1 ) the ability of the observer or his in -
struments to establish accurate correlati ons between the "signal" and the 
parameter which is to be described and (2 ) the ability to discern real 
"signals II from spurious signals . 
The measurement of the level of evacuation becomes a particularly 
difficult task in the very low gas density realm (below 10-10 torr) . As 
higher levels of evacuation are achieved there are smaller quantities of 
gas with which to interact and therefore the "signal" is very small. 
The ordinary means empl oyed i n vacuum gauges to interact with low 
density gas environments is electron bombardment . Such bombardment of 
gas produces positive ions which can be coll ected and counted (Via ap -
propriate el ectrodes and elect rometers ). I t has been demonstrated many 
times that the i on current can be related to the gas denSit y; therefore, 
the ion current is a useful "s ignal" r esulting from the interaction between 
residual gas and the bombarding el ectrons . 
However, the problems associated with uhv measurements include not only 
the detection of the ion current "s ignal ll but also the discrimination of the 
r eal signal (r esulting from the el ectron bombardment of the environmental 
gas which is to b e measured) from spurious II s ignals . 1I Most spurious s ignals 
encountered in uhv gauging are associated With the generation and t rapping 
of the electrons . 
This discussion Will be r estricted t o gauges which are based on depend-
ent discharge* techni~ues . In such gauges thermi onic emiss i on i s usually 
empl oyed t o generate controlled ~uantities of electrons . These electrons 
are accel erated t o an energy l evel sufficient t o cause gas i onization (~ 125 
eV) and as they travel through the gauge i onizing collisions occur which 
generate the i on II s ignal. lI The el ectrons are ultimatel y collect ed at t he 
accelerating electrode (anOde) . However, because of the high energy of the 
el ectrons when colliding With the anode , l ow energy x -radiation is emitted. 
The intensity of this radiation depends on t he density and energy of el ec -
trons fall ing on the anode . Photoemission produced from the ion collecting 
electrode by the x -radiation constitutes a spurious IIsignal. lI The l evel of 
this spurious IIsignal ll is controlled by the radiation intens ity and the gauge 
geometry . Ultraviolet radiation can also generate spurious II s ignals ll • 
Adsorbed gas can be ej ect ed from the anode either as neutral mol ecules 
or i ons by el ectron bombardment . (See ref . 1 . ) These desorbed products are 
representative of t he surface environment rather than t he gas environment 
and spuri ous II s ignals II can be generated by their i oni zation and collect i on. 
other spurious signals can b e generated by leakage currents across in-
sulators , inductive coupling, and el ectronic e~uipment noise . 
In the devel opment of dependent di scharge vacuum gauges several signif -
i cant techni~ues have been empl oyed t o r educe the spurious IIsignal ll t o real 
IIsignal ll ratio . Bayard and Alpert (r ef . 2 ) reduced the area of the i on 
collector in their "inverted trode ll gauge . Schuemann (ref. 3) us ed suppres -
sion of the phot oemissi on from the i on collect or in his IIsuppressor grid ll 
gauge . Mourad et al e (ref. 4 ) used el ectrostatic entrapment t o extend e l ectron 
paths in the orbitron gauge . Each of these concepts has resulted in improved 
operation or offers significant promi se for gauge deve l opment. Although 
* A dependent discharge re~uires 
sustain a discharge or current flow. 
thi s source in a Bayard-Alpert Gauge . 
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an ext ernal source of el ectrons t o 
For exampl e a hot filament provides 
~J 
there are other important developments to the general field of vacuum meas -
urement which could be reviewed, they do not lie within the area of tech-
niques studied under the present project. 
B. Purpose of This study 
The purpose of the study reported here is to determine if the ratio of 
spurious "signal" to ion "signal" can be reduced in an orbitron type gauge 
by decreasing the area of the ion collector and by the suppression of photo -
emission. 
Three experimental gauges have been constructed for this study. Each 
gauge design incorporates one or more of the t echniques described above . The 
design and fabrication techniques for each gauge are descr ibed in Section II 
of this report. The response of the experimental gauges are found in Secti on 
TV. 
One additional experimental gauge , viz ., the Buried Collector Gauge 
(ref. 5) has been briefly studied. This gauge which has been developed at 
NASA's Langley Research Center was loaned to MRI for this study . Its re-
sponse characteristics are given in Section V. 
C. Methods 
The ability to evaluate gauge response in the very low pressure range is 
necessary if the limiting effect of spurious signals is to be determined . For 
this study , therefore, a dynamic pressure ratio technique has been employed. 
The pressure ratio technique is outlined schematically in Figure 1. A 
steady flow of a test gas i s established from a gas inlet system through a 
restricted conductance into a uhv pumping station. The pressure (Pt) at 
the test gauge i s determined by the equation: 
where: Q a steady flow rate of a test gas through the pressure ratio 
syst em, and 
S = pumping speed of the uhv system for the t est gas. The pressure 
at the reference gauge CPr) is 
3 
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Figur e 1 - Diagram of Pressure .Ratio Techni~ue . The f l ow (Q) of a t es t ga s t hr ough t he conductanc e 
(C ) establishes a pres sure ratio bet ween the refer ence gauge and t est gauge positions . 
This r elationship can be us ed t o det ermine t he pressure in t he t es t vo l ume (pt ) by 
measurements of pressure in t he refer ence vo lume (Pr ) a s l ong as ; (1) PT i s controlled 
by e~uilibrium f l ow conditions ; (2 ) C remains constant, and ( 3 ) the pumping speed for 
the t est ga s (8 ) r ema ins constant . 
where : C conductance between the test position and the reference position . 
The pressure ratio between the test and reference gauge posi -
tions is given by 
C - K C + S -
If C and S are constant , then K i s const~nt and 
Therefore, the pressure at the test gauge position can be determined by meas -
uring the pressure at the reference gauge poSition , if the following require -
ments are maintained : (1) a steady f l ow of a test gas is establ ished, (2 ) the 
conductance between the upstream (reference ) position and downstream (test ) 
position does not change, and ( 3 ) a constant pumping speed for the test gas 
is maintained by the uhv system . Implied in this technique are the require -
ments that the background pressure is small compared with the flow regulated 
pressure Pt and that there are no other sources or sinks for the test gas 
between the two chambers . 
The dynamic pressure -ratio method is descri bed by Knudsen ' s equations. 
(See ref. 6.) The main requirement , to insure the validity of this method 
for pressure comparisons, is to maintain a constant conductance 'orifice 
across which pressure differences are maintained . The application of the 
dynamic pressure -ratio method to gauge calibration was discussed at the 1961 
Washington meeting of the Amer i can Vacuum Societ y . Florescu (ref . 7) de -
scribed the advantages of the two -calibrated conductance method and possible 
modifications to account for gauge desorption and pumping limitations . Roehrig 
and Simons (ref . 8 ) described a large system with orifice limited pumps which 
provided pressure calculation to 10- 9 torr . Actuall y , the leak-up method of 
Dushroan and Found (ref . 9 ) and the appl ication of pressure -ratio techniques 
to mass spectrometer sampling (ref . 10 ) indicates that this basic technique 
has long been known and appl ied . This method has been empl oyed successfully 
to determine response characteristics for cold cathode gauges over their com-
pl ete operating range (down to 2 .5 x 10-12 torr) (see refs. 11, 12). The 
uhv pressure ratio system i s described in the Equi pment secti on of this re -
port . 
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II. ORBITRON GAUGES 
A. Description of Orbitron Gauge Operation 
The orbitron gauge and the normal controls and power supplies needed to 
operat e it are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2 . The gauge consists essen-
tially of two coaxial cylindrical electrodes and an electron insertion el ec -
trode . The center cylindrical el ectrode (anode) is maintained at a high 
positive potential and the out er cylindri cal el ectrode (cathode ) is maintained 
at ground potential . The cathode is split into two parts , each of which i s 
electri cally i sol a t ed . The upper part i s used as the ion collector and i s 
connected through an el ectromet er t o ground . The lower part of the cathode 
i s connected directly to ground and is used t o establish the proper f i eld 
conditions around the el ectron insertion el ectrode . It i s not connected to 
t he el ectrometer because of the high l evel of spuri ous signals whi ch are col -
l ect ed in this region of the cathode. 
The el ectr on insertion electrode i s mounted between the anode and l ower 
cathode and i s maintained at a potential whi ch i s l ower than the surrounding 
f i el d points thus producing local perturbations in the cylindrical field. 
This el ectr ode consi st s of a fine tungs t en wire (0 . 001 in . dia .) suspended 
between t wo support posts . By thermionic emission, electrons are generated 
from the tungs t en wire and are acce l erated into the cylindrical el ectro -
static central f i eld between the anode and cathode . Due t o field perturba-
tion about the inserti on el ectrode , and the ori entation of the tungsten wire 
with respect t o the support post s , t he el ectrons are inj ected into the elec -
trostatic central f i el d with a desired tangential component of velocity . As 
a result, the el ectrons are placed in open elliptical orbits about the anode 
and remain entrapped in these orbits until t hey gain enough energy t o COllide 
with the cathode or l ose enough angular momentum t o collide with the anode . 
El ectron energy changes can occur because of el ectr on-el ectron, el ectron-
mol ecule , or el ectron-filament interactions . 
The electrons encounter a reflecting f ield at each end of the cylindrical 
el ectrodes and therefore r ever se their axial velocit y component. Entrapped 
in the gauge volume the el ectrons make many orbits befor e they are ultimately 
lost . Because of the e l ectrons ' long path l ength fewer el ectrons are needed 
to maintain a desired electron denSity , and the number of electrons falling 
onto the anode is proportionally reduced . Result ant x -ray generation, molec -
ular desorption, and i onic desorption in the orbitron are generally l ess than 
in a standard Bayard Alpert Gauge (BAG ) operating at the same el ectron den -
sity . However , unlike the BAG , the i on collect or of t he orbitron subtends a 
very l arge solid angl e about the anode and therefore is quite effi cient in 
detec ting most of the x -ray generation that does occur . Although t he orbi -
tron collector is ~ 100 times as effici ent in detecting the x -ray generation 
6 
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Figure 2 - Diagram of Orbitron and Major Electronic Components . Electrons 
emitted from the filament orbit the center el ectrode and 
generate i ons by collisions with gas mo l ecules . The ions 
are collected by the upper portion of the split cylindrical 
electrode . 
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as a BAG , the number of electrons falling onto the anode is less by a factor 
of ~ 10-3 . Therefore, in comparison with the BAG a standard orbitron should 
exhibit a lower spurious "signal" to ion "signal " ratio by a factor of ~ 10 . 
B. Experimental Orbitron Gauges 
Three experimental orbitron gauges have been designed, constructed, and 
tested on this program . They are (1) the Control Orbitron Gauge (COG), 
(2 ) the Reduced Area I on Collector Orbitron Gauge (RAICOG), and (3) the Sup-
pressor Grid Orbitron Gauge (SGOG) . 
1. Control orbitron gauge .-- The control orbitron gauge (COG) is shown 
in Figure 3 . The gauge is mounted on a 4 -1/2 in. O.D. Con Flat flange into 
which a nine pin el ectrical feedthrough has been welded . Three 1/8 in. O.D . 
x 1-1/4 in. long stainless steel support posts have been welded to the flange 
on a 1-15/16 in. dia . circle at 120° intervals . To each of these posts a 
1/8 in. O.D. x 8 in . l ong ceramic* rod has been attached via a set screw cou-
pler . The various electrodes of the gauge have been designed and fabricated 
such that they are supported by the three ceramic rods . 
The cathode assembly has been fabricated from two sections of 1 -1/2 in. 
O. D. thin walled (0 . 010 in.) stainless steel tubing (type 304) . At each end 
of each cathode section a stainless steel support ring is attached and is 
used to connect the cathode section to the three ceramic support rods. The 
upper section (ion collector) i s 5 in . long and the lower section i s 7/8 in . 
l ong . They are separated and electrically isolated by ceramic* spacers (1/4 
in. O. D. x 1/8 in. I . D. x 1/8 in. thick) threaded onto the three ceramic sup-
port rods . 
The anode is a 0 . 005 in. dia . tantalum wire and is attached at one end 
to the center electrical feedthrough in the flange and at the other end to a 
spring loading assembly . Figure 4 shows the spring l oading assembly . It is 
el ectrically connected not only t o the anode but also to one of t he electri -
cal feedthroughs via a ceramic tube clad wire . The spring assembly unit 
consi sts of a stainless steel spider support unit, a tungsten helical spring , 
and an anode wire clamp . Tungsten was chosen as the spring material because 
it must maintain mechanical strength at bakeout temperatures up to 400°C . 
The primary purpose for the spring mounting is to eliminate anode dis t orti ons 
during high temperature (~ 900°C) anode degassing . Degassing of the anode is 
accomplished by passing ~ 425 rnA through the anode . This procedure removes 
adsorbed gas from the anode surface thus reducing desorption sources for 
spurious signals . 
* McDanel AP- 35 High Density Ceramic . 
8 
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Figure 3 - Control Orbitron Gauge (COG). The cathodes are mounted on 
three ceramic rods. Location of t he el ements is es t ab -
lished by 1/8 in. t hi ck cerami c spacers t hreaded ont o 
the ceramic support r ods . 
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Figure 4 - Spr ing Loading Anode Support Assembly . The 0 . 005 i n . dia . anode passes 
out of t he el ect ron or biting r egi on through a 1/8 in. O. D. x 0 . 010 i n . 
(wal l thickness) x 1/2 in. l ong tube and i s at t ached to a circul ar 
cl amp . This clamp i s spring l oa ded by means of a t ungsten hel ical 
spring . 
----
At each end of the cathode the anode passes through a 1/8 in . O. D. thin 
walled (0.010 in.) stainless steel tube which is mounted on spider assemblies 
similar to that used for the spring assembly above . These tubes are posi -
tioned so as to establish a reflecting electric field for the orbiting elec -
trons . The upper tube (adjacent to the spring assembly ) extends into the 
cathode volume 1/2 in . and the lower tube (adjacent to flange) extends into 
the cathode volume 1 in . The lower spider assembly also acts as the filament 
support as shown in Figure 5 . 
The filament support design permits the filament to be operated at one 
of three radial positions within the gauge , viz ., 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 of the 
cathode radius (1 -1/2 in . ) . The filament can be inserted into or withdrawn 
from the electron orbiting region (as defined by the lower reflector tUbe) . 
This design also permits the filament to be rotated about an axis parallel to 
the anode at the three radial pOS i tions mentioned above. Once the filament 
height and the angular adjustments are made , its position can be fixed by the 
locking screw in the support ring . 
For the operational test conducted on this study, the filament was lo -
cated in the radial position closest to the anode (0 . 3). The height posi -
tion of the 1/8 in. long thoriated tungsten filament was between the planes 
defined by the gap separating the cathode sections . The filament was rotated 
45° from a radial line defined by the anode and the filament axis of rotation. 
2 . Reduced area ion coll ector orbitron gauge .-- The reduced area ion 
collector gauge (RAICOG) is shown in Figure 6 . The uniQue feature of this 
gauge is that the ion collector is a helical coil. This design reduces sig -
nificantly the solid angle subtended by the ion coll ector from the anode, 
thus reducing photo generated background current . However, in order to im-
prove the efficiency of ion collection , an outer helical coil is positioned 
around the ion collector so that an electrical field can be established which 
will trap and focus ions onto the inner coil ( the ion coll ector) . The focus -
ing field is established by maintaini ng the ion collector at ground potential 
and establishing a positive potential on the repeller grid (outer coil) . 
The design and construction of this gauge i s identical to the COG with 
the exception of the ion coll ector and ion focusing grid assembl y . This as -
sembly consists of (1 ) two helical COils, the ion collector 1 -1/ 2 in . dia . x 
4 -7/8 in. long and the ion focusing coil 1 -7/8 i n. dia . x 4 - 3/4 in. long; and 
(2) a support ring assembly. The support ring assembly is made up of two sup -
port rings rigidly fixed 5 in . apart by three 1/8 in . dia . ceramic spacers and 
by 1/16 in . dia. bolts. The outer coil is attached to the ceramic spacers 
of the support ring assembly . The inner coil (ion Col lector) is attached to 
an additional set of 1/16 in . dia . ceramic tubes which are also attached to 
the support rings. The latter tubes are long enough to pass through a set 
of holes in the support rings of the lower cathode and are used as conduits 
11 
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Figure 5 - Reflector Tube and Filament Mount fo r Orbitron Gauge . The 
filament mounting unit can be l ocat ed at three radial posi-
tions , viz. , 0 . 3, 0.5, and 0 .7 of the cathode radius. The 
unit can also be translated into or withdrawn from the or -
biting discharge region and rotated about an axis parallel 
t o the anode at each of the radial positions ( see Figure 10 ) . 
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Figure 6 - Reduced Area I on Collect or Orbitron Gauge with I on Focusing 
Grid (RAICOG ). The outer heli cal coil is used to focus 
ion onto the inner helical coil (ion cOllector) . 
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for electrical wires to the flange. The entire assembl y i s mounted on the 
main 1/8 in. dia . cerami c support rods described in section Bl above . 
3 . Suppressor grid orbitron gauge .-- The suppressor grid orbitron gauge 
(SGOG) is shown in Figure 7 . The unique characteristic of this gauge is that 
a 1 -1/2 in. di a . helical coil electrode separates the 1 -7/8 in. dia . solid 
ion collector from the el ect ron orbiting volume . The helical coil is main-
tained at a negative potential with respect to the ion collector and there -
fore acts as a suppressor grid for secondary emission from the ion collector . 
Since the helical coil is part of the electron orbiting volume the other 
e l ectrodes defining this vol ume (viz ., the lower cathode and both reflector 
tubes) are also maintained at the suppressor grid potential . The ion col -
lector is connected via an electrometer to ground . 
Both the helical coil and the i on collector are mounted in a support 
ring assembly similar to that described for the RAI COG . However , a guard 
ring electrode has been added at each end of the ion coll ector . These elec -
trodes are hel d in position by sets of ceramic insulators . Silver paint has 
been used to provide a conducting ring around each ceramic rod to shunt any 
leakage current s to the guard ring el ectrode . The guard ring unit is main -
tained at the same potential as the ion coll ector and therefore shields the 
ion collector from l eakage currents . 
The helical coil is mounted on three 1/16 in. dia . ceramic tubes which 
are mounted in the support ring assembl y as described for the RAI COG . The 
ion collector is positioned within the ceramic support columns by ceramic 
spacers . All other design parameters of this gauge are identical to the COG 
and RAI COG . 
C. Fabrication Technique for Orbitron Gauges 
The fabrication of parts for the experimental gauges has required the 
development of several special tools and techniques . Among these special 
tools have been an inexpensive stamping die and drill jig for fabrication of 
the support ring. Figure 8 shows a stainless steel ring blank , the die as -
sembly , the drill jig, and a finished part. 
Special mandrel s were fabricated from plexigl ass rods and copper bars 
for construction of the tantalum grid coil s used in the RAICOG and the SGOG . 
Figure 9 shows two mandrels which have been made; one for the 1 -1/2 in. O.D. 
coils and one for the 1-7/8 in . O.D. coil s . After the tantalum wire (0 . 010 
in .) i s wound on the coils , a s t ainless st eel rod is spot welded to each wire 
where it crosses each of three copper strips . During the spot wel ding pro -
cess the copper strips are used as electrodes . Upon compl etion of the opera-
tion the cent er portion of the mandrel is removed as well as the copper strips . 
14 
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Figure 7 - Suppressor Grid Orbitron Gauge . An inner helical coil is 
used to suppress secondary el ectron emission from the 
sol id cylindri cal i on collect or . Also guard ring elec -
trodes are used to shield the ion collector . 
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Figure 8 - Stamping Die and Drill Jig Used to Fabricate Support Ring Units. Stainless Steel 
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using a simple jig (l ower l eft) . Finished support ring shown at l ower right. 
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Figure 9 - Plexi gl a s Windi ng Mandrel s for Fabricat ion of Helical Coils . Tantalum wire (0 .010 
in. dia . ) is wound onto one of t he mandrel s . The coils are hel d in pos ition 
permanently by spot wel di ng t hr ee stainl es s st eel r ods t o ea ch turn of t he 
coil at 1200 interval s . 
\. y~ 
Removal of these parts pr oduces a reduction in the out s i de di amet er of the 
mandrel , thus permitting r emoval of a coil assembly which i s a l so shown in 
Figure 9 . 
The filament mounting unit i s shown in Figure 10 . It con s i s t s of a 1/2 
in . dia. x 1/8 in . t h i ck gl ass di sk into whi ch a 1/ 16 i n . di a . Kovar support 
post and t wo 0 . 040 in. di a . Kovar filament support post s have been emb edded . 
A 0 .005 in . tantalum wire i s spot welded t o each of t he 0 . 040 in . dia . post s . 
The tantalum wir e which i s on axi s with the 1/16 i n . di a . support post i s 
pulled stra i ght and pl astically def ormed so as t o make it rigi d . A smal l 
hook i s made a t the l oose end . The ot her t antalum wir e i s formed into a 
s ingl e l oop spring with a s tra i ght shank a dj acent t o the ot her tantal um wi re . 
Th i s shank i s cut off at a point 3/16 in . b el ow the hook described above an d 
a 0 . 001 in . di a . t hori a - doped tungs t en wire i s spo t we l ded t o t he l oose end . 
The tungst en wire i s then stret ched acr oss the gap bet ween the tantalum wires 
and spo t wel ded t o t he hook ar ea of the other tantalum wire . As t he tungst en 
wire i s pulled the gap bet ween t he t antalum wires i s cl osed t o 1/8 in . befor e 
the wel ding oper a tion i s carried out . The di s t ance bet ween the tungsten wire 
and the a djacent par allel tantalum wire should be 1/32 in . or l ess . 
III. VACUUM TEST EQ,UI FMENT 
The uhv pressure r atio syst em i s shown schematically in Figure 11 and 
phot ogr aphicall y in Figure 12 . 
The primary des i gn features of a uhv pr essure -r atio syst em are t wofo l d : 
(1) t he syst em mu s t be capable of mainta i ning a suff i Ci ent l y l ow background 
pressure so that known f l ow conditions will control t he pr essure value (Pt) 
at the t est gauge position and (2 ) t he sys t em mus t be equipped with a suit -
able gas inlet subsyst em including a const ant value conduct ance between the 
t est an d ref er ence chambers . 
Special des ign criteri a and oper ating t echniques ar e employed to i nsure 
a l ow background pr essure l evel . The met hods empl oyed are : (1) t he entire 
pressure ratio syst em i s bak eabl e t o 400° C, (2 ) l arge area titanium subl ima -
tion pumps (TSP) are l ocated in both t he upstream (reference ) and downstream 
(t est) volumes , ( 3 ) t he syst em can be cool ed t o liquid nitrogen t emper ature , 
thus reducing desorption and increasing the pumping speed of the TSPs , and 
(4) the r efer ence gauges are carefully outgassed by l ong t erm f ilament oper a -
tion and el ectron bombardment of met a l gauge parts . 
The t es t ga s used for operation of t he pr essur e r atio syst em i s helium . 
This ga s i s chosen since it can be easily admitted into a uhv syst em via a 
vycor di f fuser . 
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Figure 10 - Filament Mounting Unit. A tungsten filament (0.001 in. 
dia .) is mounted between two 0 . 005 in. dia. tantalum 
support rods . The support on the right has been 
shaped into a single loop spring in order to main-
tain tension on the fi l ament . 
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Figure 11 - Block Diagram of the UHV Pressure Ratio System . The back-
ground in the system is maintained at a l ow l evel by 
(1) reduced desorption resulting from cooling uhv surfaces 
to LN2 temperature following 400°C bake , and (2 ) high 
pumping speed of titanium sublimation pumps (TSP) for 
active gases . 
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Figure 12 - UHV Pres sure Rat i o Sys t em . The pressure rati o sys t em is 
mounted within an insul at ed st a inless st eel t ank . During 
l ow pressure tests LN2 is ci rcul ated through the doub led 
walled vacuum vessel s and exhaus t ed i nto t he s t ainless 
st eel t ank . 
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The He gas is further purified of active gas species such as H2 and CO as it 
passes through TSP-I . The TSPs have no effect on He gas even when operated 
at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
The adjustable conductance between the reference and test volumes is a 
Granville -Phillips variable leak valve. When the valve is full open, a pres -
sure ratio Pt = 1 .4 x 10- 3 can be maintained when the liquid helium cryopump 
Pr 
is activated . To insure that the ratio does not change during a run, the con -
ductance (c) is held constant by establishing a constant equilibrium sys -
tem temperature before a test i s begun and by maintaining this condition 
throughout the test period . The pumping speed for the test gas is maintained 
constant by the use of a conductance limited LHe cryopump . 
The pressure ratio is verified for each run by direct B-A gauge reading 
at the reference gauge positions. These measurements are made at pressure 
levels well above the residual current limitation of the B-A gauges . The B-A 
reference gauges have been calibrated through the 10- 9 range via the pressure 
ratio technique and the pressure reference transfer technique . (See ref . 13 . ) 
The reference volume , TSP- I , test volume , and TSP-II are double walled, 
such that liquid nitrogen can be circulated in the enclosed space . After 
passing through the double walled region the LN2 is exhausted into a liquid 
tight insulated box which surrounds the pressure ratio system ( see Figure 12). 
Evaporation of the puddling LN2 on the floor of the box provides a cold N2 
gas environment in which to conduct the pressure ratio study . The insulated 
box also provides a furnace environment for bakeouts up to 400°C . 
Figure 13 displays the stainless steel test chamber into which the test 
orbitrons are mounted . The chamber is equipped with a double wall around 
the test region through which liquid nitrogen can flow during a test . The 
chamber can be attached to an existing uhv system via a 2 - 3/4 in . O.D. rotat -
able Con Flat flange . 
IV . RESFDNSE OF THE EXPER.JJ'.fENTAL ORBIT RON GAUGES 
A . Data 
Two types of data have been coll ected in order to establish the response 
characteristics of the experimental orbitron gauges, viz ., comparison to refer -
ence gauges by both direct and pressure ratio techniques . 
The gauge response data are presented in terms of the ion collector cur -
rent in amperes vs . the pressure in torr nitrogen equivalent units . Alt hough 
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Figure 13 - Test Chamber for Orbitron Gauges . The chamber is fabricated from 
stainless steel and i s equipped with a doubl e wall . LN2 is 
circulated through the doubl e walled region during ultra low 
pressure tests . 
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the test gas used in this study was helium, the data were converted to torr 
nitrogen eCluivalent units "by appl ying the simpl e relation 
where : SHe = sensitivity of the reference gauge for helium 
SN2 = sensitivity of the reference gauge for nitrogen 
PHe = pressure of helium 
The value of SHe/SN2 used in this work was 0 .16 . 
The pressure ratio techniClue is used primarily to determine the low 
pressure response characteri stics whereas the direct comparison is used to 
determine the higher pressure characteristics . 
The operating parameters used for this study were selected by varying 
individual parameters around previously established values (ref . 14) so as 
to obtain a combination of high sensitivit y and low background . Although 
other sets of parameters could be found for which higher sensitivities were 
obtained, higher background current s were also measured . 
Table I lists the operating parameters used for each of the experimental 
orbitrons . Also a half profile of the potential distribution in a radial 
pl ane , which passes through the filament , is gi ven for each gauge. These 
profiles are based on cal culations for cylindrically symmetric el ectrodes and 
have been drawn such that the anode represents the center of an electron po -
tential well, i.e., positive voltages increase in the downward direction. 
The control orbitron gauge response characteristics for an emission cur -
rent of 1 /-LA are shown in Figure 14. A pressure independent ion collector 
current of r-J 1. 3 x 10-12 A was measured in the ultra loW pressure range. At 
higher pressures the gauge r esponded with a linear slope corresponding to a 
sensitivity of 0 . 025 A/torr (N2 )' 
The reduced area ion collector orbitron gauge response characteristics 
for an emission of 7 /-LA are shown in Figure 15. A pressure independent back-
ground current of 2.28 x 10-12 A was measured at the ion collector in the 
ultra low pressure range. The gauge response was studied below this back-
ground l evel by suppl ying a zero suppression signal of 2 .28 x 10~12 A to the 
electrometer . However , the background was not stable enough to collect re -
liable data below that which are shown in Figure 15 . 
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TABLE I 
OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR EXPERD1ENTAL ORBITRON GAUGES 
COG RAICOG SGOG 
VA +553 +550 +550 
Vf +50 +52.5 +45 
V collector 0 0 0 
V cathode 0 0 -19 
V (Ion repeller) +115 
V (suppressor grid) -19 
Ie (Emission) Ifla 7fJa 7?a 
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CONTROL ORBIT RON GAUGE 
Va + 553V 
Vf +50V 
Ie l)Jo 
LINEAR GAUGE RESPONSE 025 AMPITORR 
. . ....... ... . 
* PRESSURE RATIO 
• DIRECT COMPARISON 
PRESSURE---TORR N2 
Figure 14 - Control Orbitron Response Curve for 1. 0 ~ Emission . 
Ultra low pressure values plotted on the abscissa 
were determined by the pressure ratio technique . 
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REDUCED AREA ION COLLECTOR ORBIT RON GAUGE 
Va +550 
Vf +52.2 
V cathode 0 
V collector 0 
V Ion repeller + 115 
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Figure 15 - Reduced Area Ion Collector Orbitron Response Curve for 7.0 ~ 
Emission. Ultra low pressure values plotted on the abscissa 
were determined by the pressure ratio t echnique. The dashed 
horizontal line represents thE level of a zero suppression 
signal which was supplied to the electrometer during the 
RAlCOG tests. 
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The data points therefore represent the actual ion collector current less 
2.28 X 10-12 A. The gauge response indicated a linear slope corresponding 
to a sensitivity of 0.34 A/torr (N2)' 
The suppressor grid orbitron gauge response characteristics for an emis -
sion of 7 ~A are shown in Figure 16. The pressure independent background ion 
collector current in this gauge was negative, viz., -1.07 x 10-12 A. Attempts 
were made to eliminate the negative background currents by varying the oper -
ating parameters but without success as long as the gauge was operated in a 
suppressor grid mode, i.e., while the electrodes surrounding the electron 
orbiting volume were operating at a negative potential with respect to the 
ion collector. The parameters finally chosen which yielded the -1.07 x 
10-12 A ion collector background current are listed in Table I. The data 
points presented in Figure 15 were obtained by plotting the actual current 
measurement plus the absolute value of the background level, i.e . , I + 1 . 07 
x 10-12 A. The data scatter in the low pressure region of the curve are 
believed to be due to noise in the voltage power supplies used for the anode 
potential and suppressor grid potential. The SGOG gauge displayed a near 
linear response corresponding to a sensitivity of ~ 0.076 A/torr (N2)' 
Figures 17 and 18 display a comparison of the response of the RAICOG and 
the SGOG to helium and to hydrogen. This comparison was made on a getter - ion 
pumped vacuum system in Which a Varian uhv-12 was used as a reference gauge 
for direct comparison. The uhv-12 was compared to the calibrated (for helium) 
reference gauge on the pressure ratio system and found to read ~ 8% low. The 
data in the Figures 17 and 18 have, therefore, been adjusted to agree with 
the reference gauges of the pressure ratio system. Both figures show that 
the ratio of sensitivities for hydrogen vs. helium (SH2/SHe) is slightly 
larger for the experimental orbitron gauges than for the vbv-12 . This is 
evidenced by the small but distinct separation between the response curves in 
Figures 17 and 18 for the two gases. 
It is interesting to note that the sensitivity indicated in Figure 17 
for the RAICOG is ~ 2g{o higher than that in<tLcated in Figure 15 . Although 
the same emission current was used for both sets of experiments . The ex-
planation of this discrepancy cannot be simply attributed to the indicated 
difference in operating potentials. The set of operating potentials used for 
the data in Figure 17 was also tried when the RAICOG was attached to the uhv 
pressure ratio system; however, the gauge indicated a sensitivity of ~ 0.01 
A/torr. This was only 20% of the sensitivity indicated in Figure 17. An 
adequate explanation for this behavior has not been determined . The only 
obvious environmental difference between the two sets of experiments was that 
the gauge housing (vacuum chamber) used to collect the data for Figure 17 was 
a dielectric (glass) whereas for Figure 15 it was metal (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 16 - Suppressor Grid Orbitron Response Curve for 7. 0 ~ Emission. 
Ultra loW pressure values plotted on the abscissa were 
determined by the pressure ratio technique. 
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Figure 18 - Comparison of the Relative Response of the SGOG to a UHV-12 for Helium and Hydrogen. The 
SGOG was operated in two modes , i . e., standard orbitron mode similar to the COG (cathode 
potential equal ion collector potential) and the suppressor mode (cathode potential less 
than ion collector potential) . 
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The operational paramet ers used for the RAICOG pressure ratio experiment s 
were re -adjusted to obtain a close t o maximum sen sitivit y condition . 
The data in Figure 18 display t he response of the SGOG for two modes of 
operation: (1) for the suppressor grid operating a t the collector pot entia l 
(ground ) and (2 ) for the suppressor grid operating at -100 V and the i on 
collect or operating at ground . The firs t mode of operation yie l ded a near . 
linear r espons e fo r both hydrogen and helium . The response for helium cor -
responds t o a sensitivity of 0 . 026 A/torr (N2 ) for an emi ssion current of 
llJ.A . This value i s in excellent agreement with the curve shown in Figure 14 
for t he control orbitron gauge . The second mode of operation yielded a non -
linear response corresponding to a s l ope of approximatel y 1.11 . It i s spec -
ulated that the nonlinear response Was caused by an increase in electron con -
f inement and the resultant buildup of orbiting el ectr ons due to the negative 
potential on all of the electrodes surrounding the electron orbiting volume . 
Evidence l eading to t his speculation included the fact that at a f i xed pres -
sure the sensitivity of the SGOG would increase by as much as a factor of 
two during a period of ~ 1 hr. When the filament was de - energi zed the gauge 
continued t o operate for as much as 20- t o 30 min . before the ion collect or 
current would fall t o its normal background current level. Upon react i vation 
of the filament the gauge would indicate the original sensitivity level and 
begin the sensitivity buildup a~ain . 
When the SGOG was mounted on the uhv pressure -ratio system it was de -
termined that a linear r espons e could be achieved if the negative potential 
applied to the cathode and r efl ector tubes was reduced. The negative back-
ground current at the i on collect or decreased f r om ~ -1 x 10 -11 A to ~ -1 x 
10 -12 A when this potential was changed from -100 V to -19 V. 
B. Conclusions 
The f ol l owing conclusi ons can be drawn from the above data : 
1. Nude orbitron gauges of sever al designs have been used as reliable 
linear pressure transducers over a wi de range of pressures . 
2 . The reduced area i on collect or concept does result in l oW background 
currents at the 1 !J.A emiss i on curr ent l evel , however the background current 
to ion current ratio is not improved . At an emiss i on current of 7 lJ.A the sen -
s itivity i s 0 . 034 A/torr N2 , however , the background currents still limit the 
gauge usefulness in the ultra l ow pressure range . 
3 . The combination of the suppressor grid t echnique wit h the orbitron 
gauging technique displays superior performance . The response of the SGOG 
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indicates that with improved high voltage power supplies and a proper adjust-
ment of parameters this type of gauge may be useful through the 10-12 torr 
range. 
4 . The response, linear and nonlinea~ of the SGOG as a function of the 
operating parameters has provided a useful insight into the condition for 
confinement of electrons within the electron orbiting volume. Under the 
proper condition it may be possible to establish a reasonably stable satu-
rated space change condition . It is interesting to speculate that in devices 
other than gauges (such as pumps) which incorporate orbiting electron tech-
niques a significant improvement in discharge activity (resulting in higher 
pump speeds) may be obtained if the electron confining electrodes are the 
most negative surfaces within the device . 
V. RESroNSE OF BURIED COLLECTOR GAUGE 
The low pressure ion current response characteristics for a buried col -
lector gauge has been determined via the uhv pressure ratio comparison tech-
nique . 
The buried coll ector gauge used in this study was modified from the 
original gauge supplied by NASA (Langley Research Center). The tungsten 
ribbon filament was replaced by a thoria-coated ribbon filament . Also, the 
orientation of the filament plane was changed from tangential to normal with 
reference to the grid . 
Four sets of data are presented in Figure 19, i.e., two sets of pressure 
ratio comparisons to a B-A gauge , and two sets of direct comparison to a B-A 
gauge . Both reference B-A gauges were calibrated through the 10-8 torr range 
via a pressure reference transfer technique (ref . 13) and through the 10-9 
torr range via the pressure ratio technique. Although the test gas used was 
helium, the data shown in Figure 19 have been presented in torr nitrogen 
equivalent units. 
A background coll ector current of 6 to 9 x 10-13 A was measured in the 
10-13 torr range. As pressure is increased the collector current response 
approaches a linear response curve with a slope of 0 .05 A/torr N2. This 
response was obtained with the following parameters: 
Filament 
Focusing ring 
Grid 
Collector 
Emission 
+300 V 
+300 V 
+450 V 
o V 
0 . 004 A 
The gauge constant for nitrogen was t herefore 12.5 torr-i. 
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Figure 1 9 - Low Pressure Current Response Characteristic for a Buried Col-
lector Gauge . Four sets of data are presented in torr N2 
equivalent units. Two sets were obtained by the pressure 
rati o comparison technique and two sets by the direct com-
pari son technique. The gauge response approached a linear 
curve of slope 0 .05 A/torr N2 as pressure wa~ incr eased . 
Effects of focusing ring voltage were studied briefly at two pressures, 
i.e., ~ 1 x 10-10 torr and ~ 3 x 10-8 torr. It was found that at 1 x 10-10 
torr the collector current was increased approximately an order of magnitude 
by increasing the focusing ring voltage from 300 V to 400 V. The collector 
current reached a maximum at about 430 V and then decreased sharply. At ~ 
3 x 10-8 torr there was less than 10% increase or decrease in collector cur-
rent as the focusing ring voltage was varied from +300 to +390 V. Above 
+390 there was a rapid decrease in collector current. The fall-off of col -
l ector current at high voltage at both pressures can be interpreted as a 
serious reduction in the focusing of ions onto the collector; however, the 
difference between the collector current response at the two pressure levels 
below 390 V indicates the presence of significant amounts of ionizable ad-
sorbed gas on the focusing ring. Although the gauge was degassed prior to 
the studies, the effect was still observed . The basic degassing problem, 
however, is the amount of power needed to clean the focusing ring. In one 
degassing operation the grid was damaged and had to be replaced. 
Reducing the voltage on the focusing ring would aid in reducing surface 
generated ions; however, in the 3 x 10-8 torr study , the collector current 
response indicates a decreaSing gauge sensitivity as the voltage was reduced 
below +300 V. 
The above data indicate that a reduced area focusing ring should reduce 
the background in the buried collector gauge . 
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